CHRONICLE PNBA TRADE SHOW PROMO:
- Promo code: INDIES23
- 10 units = +5% and NET90
- Valid dates: 9/15/23 – 11/30/23
- Can be used multiple times.
- Valid on all titles through Fall 2023 season.
- Cannot be combined with any other offer.
- Can be used on all Chronicle Books and our distribution publishers *except Paperblanks.
- This includes Chronicle, Games Room, Ridley’s Games, Petit Collage, Levine Querido, Laurence King, Hardie Grant, Quadrille, Galison, Mudpuppy, Brass Monkey, Twirl, and Creative Company.

PAPERBLANKS PNBA TRADESHOW PROMO:
- Promo code: PBTY23
- 24+ units = +3% discount/NET90
- Valid dates: 9/15/23 – 11/30/23
- Must be written on its own PO.
- Can be used multiple times.
- Valid on all Paperblanks un-dated product *Dated planners excluded.
- Cannot be combined with any other offer.
- Reminder: all bookmarks and pen loops must be ordered in quantities of 5. Everything else has no per SKU minimum.